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I love helping others struggling with
emotional pains and trying circumstances
to move forward into a more peaceful and
joyous life. I know what it's like to feel as if
everything in your life is working against
you. 

These days I play a lot of different roles in
my life, including wife, mom, daughter,
licensed social worker, psychotherapist,
coach, Christian counselor, Girl Scout
Leader, perpetual student.

My past is not pretty. My life's been far
from perfect. But I'm more than a survivor
these days. I'm a thriver... and you can be
one, too.

Hi. I'm Karen.

What About You?
Who are you? And what roles in live do you play? 
Which ones give you life? And which ones are you fretting and mourning ?

How could kindness and gratitude fit in?
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My Story

I attended Southern Victoria High School in Perth-Andover, NB, Canada, and Fort Fairfield
High School in Maine, USA. My friends and I agree that most of our teachers provided us
with a high quality education. 

Scholarships and grants paved the way for my undergraduate degree in Social Work.
Student loans were funded my graduate degree, also in Social Work. Both degrees are in
thanks to the University of Maine in Orono, School of Social Work where I had AMAZING
professors. 

I'm still working on my approach to life and leaning even more into resiliency...to bouncing
back from setbacks, difficult challenges, and the misfortunes that come our way.

I look forward to meeting you during our journey together. Feel free to reach out to me. You
are not alone.

- Karen Robinson
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That's a photo of my blessed family.

I have created a life for myself that surpasses
my dreams. A loving, selfless husband, and
miracle children. Things could have turned out
so differently for me!

To learn more about my story and why I
became a therapist, be sure to register for my
talk during the summit.

More about Karen

My Education & Qualifications

Moving forward

 
Not our best pic, but hey it was the first time 

our daughters were meeting our son.



The CDC-Kaiser Permanente Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACE) Study is one of the
largest investigations of childhood abuse, neglect, domestic disruptions, health and
mental health
 (https://www.cdc.gov/violenceprevention/aces/about.html)

 Key Points:
· Traumatic events can have negative lasting effects on health and well-being

· Most common traumatic events include: physical abuse, sexual abuse, emotional
abuse, neglect 

·Can affect the developing brain, immune and endocrine systems 

·ACE can induce behaviors that are harmful to health, such as smoking, drinking
alcohol or antisocial behavior

 

 Conditions to Build Resilience

·Developing social and interpersonal skills – focusing on experiences

·Internal/personal strengths – build a whole and healthy toolbox

·External resources and supports – ask for help

·Rewiring brain from reaction mode to preparation mode

Let's start at the beginning...
The ACE Study

GOOD NEWS! RELIENCY TRUMPS ACES!
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The Importance of Resilience

Resilience is bouncing back!  From setbacks, difficult challenges, and
misfortunes.

Resilient people are able to overcome unwanted adversities.

"Resilience is a universal capacity which allows a person, group, or community to
prevent, minimize or overcome the damaging effects of adversity." 

- The International Resilience Project -
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Kindness . . . is healing . . .

Starts With Being Kind to Yourself
 
 
 

·Sleep: Helps with impulse control and mood regulation

·Exercise: Flushes out stress hormones

·Breathing: Controlling it helps to bring us back “online”

·Compassion Practices: Self forgiveness, being empathic to self
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Gratitude Practices
 

·Journal Daily (written, art, photos)
 

·Reflect and mediate on what you’re
thankful for when you wake up, during

meals, before bed, before/after work, etc.
 

·Reading and watching films on the
benefits of having a gratitude practice
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Everything starts in your mind. You couldn't do, feel, or be without this starting point. It is
the one thing you can control, yet you may not believe it.  I too, used to be skeptical until
I witnessed the power of changing my own mindset and guiding others to do the same. It
takes about 12 weeks for many, it may be longer for you. My experience has been that the
smarter you are, the longer it takes. Why? You are likely overthinking and overanalyzing
everything. I can teach you how to analyze your thoughts in a more structured and
efficient matter.

Working on our mindset plants seeds of hope for yourself, for others, and for the world
you live in. Every self-help, exercise, nutrition, business coach I have been trained under,
starts with mindset. Coincidence? Nope.  Your mindset determines your body
performance, health, wealth, relationship status, etc. I am not embarrassed to admit that I
am still working on my own transformation and have courses and coaches to help me
along the way. I would like to help you along the way too.

You can't have true transformation unless you also work on your spiritual health. There is
a living, breathing, spirit within you and when you sit quietly, you can hear it guide you.
Without this spirit, you couldn't breathe unless you had the help of a machine. Accept this
about yourself and nurture that special force field of energy within you. Allow it to guide
you, reflect, meditate, visualize, and take cleansing breaths. Be willing to work on healing
your moral or spiritual wounds from the past. I have the experience and resources to help
you with your healing journey. You deserve to feel the embrace and protection of your
spirit. This is true transformation and you can achieve this during your healing journey.
You will heal yourself and help to heal others by participating in community service. This
is where your gifts begin to shine.

MIND & BODY

Transformation (Baby Steps)

SPIRIT
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Seriously.

Thank you for taking time to read all the
way to the here. 

Our journey together doesn't need to end.

My wish for you is fewer days of healing ...
and thousands of wonderful, exciting
moments of thriving and dreaming!

Write to me. Reach out to me on
Facebook or LinkedIn. Come visit the
HealThriveDream.com website.

But above all ... be resilient ... be You!

Phone: (571- 409-0998

Email: karen@healthrivedream.com
Website: healthrivedream.com

Facebook: 
facebook.com/healthrivedream

LinkedIn: 
linkedin.com/in/karen-robinson-1277a22b/ 

Contact Information
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Karen

This small guide is just the beginning...


